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Archrtectural style: Vernacular
Bnefly descnbe the present physical descri r/on f thp 0 e srte or structure and descrrbe any mayor alteratrons from 1ts

origrnal condrtion:
A large rectangular structure with a gable roof and exposed rafter
tails. In front is an offset addition also with a gable roof. The
siding is vertical rustic with a distinct division between the
gable and the lower section. The windows are sliding aluminum.
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13. Condition: Exceiient A___Gccd :3||' XDeteriorated No ioncer ,n existence

14. Alterations:

15. Surroundings: (Check rnore than one if necessary) Open land Scattered buildings X Denseiv builtuo
Residential X industrial Commercial Other; Rural QDQTI SDEICC

‘I6. Threats to site: None known _XPrivate development Zoning Vandalism
Public Works DfO]9Cl ____ Other.

17. Is the structure: On its original site? X Moved? Unknown?

18. Related features: T

SIGNIFICANCE
19. Briefly state historical and/or architectural irnoortance (include dates, events, and persons associated with the 5.:-at

The Del Rio Woods subdivision is on the northeastern face of Fitch
mountain (elevation; l,.38 ft.). Originally the focal point of the
Sotoyome Rancho land grant, the entire mountain area was owned by
local businessman, J.D. Hassett, until the turn of the century. The
Del Rio Woods area was planned, owned, and subdivided in 1927 by R.R.
Thomas Scoble of San Francisco, for the purpose of a tourist resort
for surrounding summer cabins, utilizing the Russian River beaches
that circle the mountain. This roller skating rink and adjacent store
were built in 1928. By 1930 all of the lots in this subdivision were
sold. Although the Del Rio subdivision was originallv mostlv a summer
residential area, most of the l93O's cabins are now owned by year-
round residents.
This barn-like structure was constructed to house a roller-skating
rink and has a very simple form.
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20. Main theme of the historic resource: (If more than one

checked, number in order of importance.)
Architecture An; & Lemme 2
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Government Milita
Religionii Social/Education

21. Sources (List books, documents, surveys, personal interviews '-
and their dates) '
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